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Recently, Balliu, Brandt, and Olivetti [FOCS ’20] showed the first ω(log∗ n) lower
bound for the maximal independent set (MIS) problem in trees. In this work we prove
lower bounds for a much more relaxed family of distributed symmetry breaking problems.
As a by-product, we obtain improved lower bounds for the distributed MIS problem in
trees.
For a parameter k and an orientation of the edges of a graph G, we say that a subset
S of the nodes of G is a k-outdegree dominating set if S is a dominating set of G and if
in the induced subgraph G[S], every node in S has outdegree at most k. Note that for
k = 0, this definition coincides with the definition of an MIS. For a given k, we consider
the problem of computing a k-outdegree dominating set. We show that, even in regular
trees of degree at most ∆, in the standard LOCAL model, there exists a constant  > 0
such that for k ≤ ∆ , for the problem of computing
a k-outdegree dominating
set, any



√
randomized algorithm requires at least Ω min log ∆, log log n
rounds and any



√
rounds.
deterministic algorithm requires at least Ω min log ∆, log n
The proof of our lower bounds is based on the recently highly successful round
elimination technique. We provide a novel way to do simplifications for round elimination,
which we expect to be of independent interest. Our new proof is considerably simpler
than the lower bound proof in [FOCS ’20]. In particular, our round elimination proof
uses a family of problems that can be described by only a constant number of labels.
The existence of such a proof for the MIS problem was believed impossible by the
authors of [FOCS ’20].
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Introduction

The general question of understanding the distributed complexity of basic symmetry breaking tasks
is at the heart of the area of distributed graph algorithms. Formally, distributed symmetry breaking
problems are modeled as locally checkable problems, and they are typically studied in the standard
LOCAL model [33, 38]. In the LOCAL model, the nodes of a graph G = (V, E) communicate in
synchronous rounds by exchanging possibly arbitrarily large messages with their neighbors. When
terminating, an algorithm has to assign a label to each node and/or edge of the graph such that in
every local neighborhood, a condition given by the considered locally checkable problem is satisfied.
A prototypical example of such a distributed symmetry breaking task is the problem of computing a
maximal independent set (MIS) of a graph G. Here, each node has to either output 1 (in the MIS)
or 0 (not in the MIS) such that no two neighbors output 1 and such that every node that outputs 0
has at least one neighbor that outputs 1. The distributed complexity of computing an MIS has
been studied intensively for more than 30 years and understanding the complexity of computing an
MIS and of closely related problems is at the core of understanding the complexity of symmetry
breaking problems more generally (see., e.g., [8, 25, 33, 34]).
The objectives of this paper are twofold. On the one hand, we want to improve our understanding
of the distributed complexity of computing an MIS and of related graph structures. On the other
hand, we also want to more generally improve our understanding of lower bound techniques for the
LOCAL model and in particular, we make further developments on the recently highly successful
round elimination technique. Specifically, in this paper, we study the problem of computing an
MIS and of computing bounded degree and bounded outdegree dominating sets in tree networks.
Bounded degree and outdegree dominating sets are natural relaxations of an MIS, which we define
next.
Bounded (Out-)Degree Dominating Sets. An MIS of a graph G = (V, E) is a node set S
such that S is a dominating set (every node node in S has a neighbor in S) and an independent set
(no two neighbors are in S) of G. Two particularly natural ways to relax the requirement of an MIS
are therefore to either relax the domination condition or to relax the independence condition. We
can relax the domination condition by requiring that each node v 6∈ S only has a node in S within
some fixed distance r ≥ 1. We then obtain what is known as a (2, r)-ruling set [2]. The distributed
complexity of computing such ruling sets has been studied quite extensively [2, 5, 11, 21, 22, 30].
In this paper, we relax the MIS requirement differently. We keep the domination condition and
we instead relax the independence condition. For a graph G = (V, E) and an integer parameter
k ≥ 0, a node set S ⊆ V is called a k-degree dominating set if S is a dominating set of G and if the
induced subgraph G[S] has maximum degree at most k. Further, if we are also given an orientation
of the edges of the induced subgraph G[S], then S together with this edge orientation is called a
k-outdegree dominating set if S is a dominating set and every node v ∈ S has outdegree at most k
in G[S]. Note that for k = 0, both definitions coincide with the definition of an MIS and for k > 0,
k-degree and k-outdegree dominating sets are thus a natural relaxation of an MIS. While we are not
aware of any work on distributed algorithms for computing bounded degree or outdegree dominating
sets, there is previous work on closely related problems on line graphs. An MIS of the line graph
of a graph G is a maximal matching of G. A natural generalization of matchings on graphs are
so-called b-matchings, where in its simplest form, a b-matching is a set of edges of a graph such
that no node is contained in more than b edges. The distributed computation of (variations of)
b-matchings has for example been studied in [4, 15, 19, 28].
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1.1

Our Results

As our main technical contribution, for any k ≤ ∆ for some constant  > 0, we prove an Ω(log ∆)round lower bound for computing k-outdegree dominating sets in ∆-regular trees in the port
numbering model.1 The lower bound for the port numbering model is then lifted to the more
powerful general LOCAL model by using standard techniques developed in [3, 5, 13–15, 17], leading
to the following main result.
Theorem 1. For k ≤ ∆ and some constant  > 0, the k-outdegree dominating set problem requires
time Ω(min{log ∆, log∆ n}) in the deterministic LOCAL model and time Ω(min{log ∆, log∆ log n})
in the randomized LOCAL model, in ∆-regular trees of n nodes.
By choosing the right value of ∆, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary
2. For some
at least

 constant  > 0, the k-outdegree dominating set problem requires
√

√


log
n
}, and
Ω min log ∆, log n
rounds in the deterministic LOCAL model for k ≤ min{∆ , 2


√

√
Ω min log ∆, log log n
rounds in the randomized LOCAL model for k ≤ min{∆ , 2 log log n },
in n-node trees of maximum degree at most ∆.
Note that the same lower bound of course also holds for the k-degree dominating set problem as a
k-degree dominating set can be transformed into a k-outdegree dominating set by orienting the edges
in an arbitrary way. For the problem of computing an MIS, the lower bound of Theorem 1 improves
and in our view also significantly simplifies a lower bound from [5], where it was n
shown thatqcomputing
o

an MIS in n-node trees of maximum degree at most ∆ requires at least Ω min logloglog∆∆ , logloglogn n
q

n
o
in the deterministic LOCAL model and time Ω min logloglogloglog∆∆ , logloglogloglogn n
in the randomized
LOCAL model. While the lower bound proof of [5] also provides some lower bounds for computing
ruling sets, our new lower bound proof generalizes to computing bounded degree and outdegree
dominating sets. We note that for general graphs, there are stronger lower bounds known. In
particular, in [4, 15], it was shown that for any bn∈ [1, ∆1−o
] for a constant  > 0, computing a
log n
∆
b-matching in ∆-regular trees requires time Ω min b , log log n
in the deterministic LOCAL model

n
o
and time Ω min ∆b , logloglogloglogn n
in the randomized LOCAL model. This immediately implies the
same lower bounds for MIS (by setting b = 1) and for b-outdegree and b-degree dominating sets in
general (regular) graphs. We however believe that it is important to also understand the complexity
of MIS and related problems in trees. First, trees are a particularly simple and important family of
graphs and at least as a function of the maximum degree ∆, we are not aware of any algorithmic
techniques for computing an MIS that work better in trees than in general graphs. Further, MIS
lower bounds that hold in trees might also lead to lower bounds on other interesting problems. For
example, while computing ruling sets might be as hard in trees as it is in general graphs, the same
is provably not true for line graphs, where (2, r)-ruling sets for r ≥ 2 can be computed in O(log∗ n)
rounds [5, 30].
Distributed Algorithms for Bounded (Out-)Degree Dominating Sets. Before we discuss
the technical details of our approach in more detail, we want to briefly discuss what we can say about
upper bounds on the complexity of computing k-(out-)degree dominating sets. We here concentrate
on running times as a function of the maximum degree ∆ of the n-node input graph G. For k = 0,
1

In the port numbering model, the nodes of the communication graph do not have unique IDs, but they can
distinguish their neighbors by distinct port numbers.
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both problems ask for computing an MIS, which can be done deterministically in time O(∆ + log∗ n)
by using an algorithm from [10]. The lower bounds of [4] imply that at least for general graphs, this
is best possible even for randomized algorithms, unless we allow a significantly larger dependency
of the time complexity on the number of nodes n. For k ≥ 1, the fastest algorithms that we are
aware of are based on the following simple idea. As a first step, we compute a defective or an
arbdefective coloring of the graph. A k-defective c-coloring of G partitions the nodes of G into
c color classes such that the maximum degree of the induced subgraph of each color class is at
most k. A k-arbdefective c-coloring is a partition of the nodes into c color classes together with
an orientation of the edges such that the maximum outdegree of the induced subgraph of each
color class is at most k. From a k-defective or k-arbdefective c coloring, we can get to k-degree
or k-outdegree dominating set as follows. We start with an empty set S and iterate over the c
color classes. When considering the nodes of a given color class, we add all nodes to the set S
that do not already have a neighbor in S. It is known that a k-arbdefective coloring with O(∆/k)
colors can be computed in time O(∆/k + log∗ n) [9] and that a k-defective coloring with O((∆/k)2 )
colors can be computed in O(log∗ n) [29]. This implies that we can always compute a k-outdegree
∗
dominating
 set in 2time O(∆/k
 + log n) and that we can compute a k-degree dominating set in time
∗
O min ∆, (∆/k) + log n . Note that the running time for k-outdegree dominating sets matches
the lower bound of [15] for general graphs. In fact, the lower bound in [15] holds for line graphs. In
line graphs, any k-outdegree dominating set S is directly also an O(k)-degree dominating set. This
follows because if some edge {u, v} in S has k outneighbors in an oriented version of the line graph,
then either u or v must be contained in Ω(k) edges of S. For line graphs, we therefore know that
the lower bound of [15] is asymptotically tight both for k-outdegree and for k-degree dominating
sets (unless we allow a larger dependency of the time on n).

1.2

Our Approach and Techniques

In order to prove our results we use the automatic version of the round elimination technique [13, 36].
On a high level, the round elimination technique works as follows. Suppose we want to prove a
lower bound for a problem Π0 of interest. The idea is to find a lower bound sequence of problems
Π0 → Π1 → Π2 → . . . such that each problem Πi is solvable at least one round faster than problem
Πi−1 (as long as Πi−1 is not 0-rounds solvable). If we can find such a sequence and in addition
we can show that problem ΠT −1 is not 0-round solvable, then we have proven a lower bound of
T rounds for our problem of interest Π0 . The automatic round elimination technique is able to
theoretically provide a lower bound sequence of problems in an automatic way. Unfortunately it
often happens that, if we start from a problem of interest, such as MIS, and apply this technique
as is, the size of the description of the obtained problems grows roughly doubly exponentially in
each step of the problem sequence. Previous works that have used the automatic round elimination
technique usually tried to keep the description of the problems small enough by carefully simplifying
each problem in the sequence: a simplification must be such that, on the one hand it reduces the
size of the problem description, and on the other hand it must not make the problem too easy to
solve, which would result in a trivial lower bound. The round elimination technique can be used
for finding upper bounds as well. For this purpose, the idea is to find an upper bound sequence of
problems Π0 → Π1 → Π2 → . . . such that each problem Πi is solvable at most one round faster
than problem Πi−1 . Then, if we can show that problem ΠT is 0-round solvable, we get an upper
bound of T rounds for our problem of interest Π0 . Generally, there have been mainly 4 different
approaches for applying round elimination for proving lower bounds, based on the number of labels
in the problem sequence.
• Doubly exponential growth: A possible approach is to embrace the doubly exponential growth
3

of each problem in the lower bound sequence and let the labels grow without trying to
understand the structure of the problems. Usually, in this way one can show only Ω(log∗ n) or
Ω(log∗ ∆) lower bounds (see e.g., [13, 33]).
• Similarity: Another approach consists in making careful simplifications in order to try to
make each problem as similar as possible to the previous problem of the sequence. This
usually allows us to obtain a family where each problem has the same number of labels,
that is, the number of labels stays constant, making it easier to apply the round elimination
technique. Unfortunately, sometimes this approach seems not to work, and by making this
kind of simplifications we obtain problems that are too easy. This approach has been used for
example in [4].
• Fixed points: A case limit of the similarity approach is the one in which we try to build a
lower bound sequence where there is a non-0-round solvable problem that appears more than
once in the sequence (i.e., a fixed point). This directly implies an Ω(log n) deterministic and
Ω(log log n) randomized lower bound (see e.g., [3]).
• Linear growth: Sometimes, the similarity approach does not seem to work, and if the number
of labels grows exponentially we do not get a sufficiently strong lower bound. We can then
try to let the number of labels grow slower than exponentially, e.g., linearly. Unfortunately,
in this case it seems hard to guess the right problem sequence such that we can then indeed
prove that it is a lower bound sequence. In [5], the following interesting approach was used.
First, the authors find an upper bound sequence for the problem of interest, and they then
turn this sequence into a lower bound one by performing some suitable simplifications.
The MIS problem, and more generally the k-outdegree dominating set problems, fall into the
category of those problems that grow roughly doubly exponentially at each step of round elimination.
Hence, in order to find a polylogarithmic lower bound for such problems we must find a way to
reduce the size of the description of each problem in the lower bound sequence. Ideally, we would
like to find a lower bound sequence such that we can describe each problem with a constant the
number of labels, since this would make the approach considerably simpler and cleaner. Regarding
if such a lower bound sequence exists or not for the MIS problem, Balliu, Brandt, and Olivetti [5]
stated the following.
While we do not have a proof, we do not believe that for MIS such a sequence yielding a
polylogarithmic lower bound exists.
We disprove this statement and we show polylogarithmic lower bounds for MIS and more
generally for k-outdegree dominating sets, by finding a lower bound sequence where each problem
is described using only a constant number of labels. The key idea of our novel approach relies
on assuming to have a ∆-edge coloring as input, and then we exploit this input for performing
some simplifications that could not be done without assuming such an input (note that this only
strengthens our lower bounds, which hold even in the case where we have such an input).
Approach. Let us discuss the high level idea of our approach in more detail. For simplicity, we
focus on the case of the MIS problem (the lower bound for the more general k-outdegree dominating
sets uses a very similar approach). We start from a problem Π0 that is a relaxation of the problem
of computing an MIS and we generate a problem sequence Π0 , Π1 , Π2 , . . . such that informally, each
4

of the problems Πi is a mix between an MIS and a problem that requires nodes to output a good
orientation. In particular, in each problem Πi we have 3 types of nodes, which, slightly simplified,
take over the following roles.
• IS-nodes: nodes in the independent set (S).
• Orientation-nodes: nodes not in S that are required to have a certain number of outgoingoriented incident edges.
• Non-IS-nodes: nodes not in S that must have a neighbor that is either an IS-node or an
orientation-node.
Let Π1 be the problem that we get by performing one step of the round elimination technique on Π0 .
What we would like to do is to prove that Π1 is such that we can use its solution to solve in 0 rounds
some problem that looks very similar to Π0 , that is, we would like to use the similarity approach
described before. Unfortunately, this seems to be not possible, since Π1 seems to contain some
additional allowed configurations that cannot be relaxed to the original ones without making the
obtained problem too easy. Here lies the novelty of our approach: we show that, by exploiting some
input given to the nodes, then it becomes possible to achieve our goal. In particular, we prove that
Π1 is such that we can use its solution, plus a ∆-edge coloring given in input to the nodes, to solve
in 0 rounds a variant Π00 of Π0 where the number of required outgoing edges of orientation-nodes
in Π00 is less than that of orientation-nodes in Π0 , but not by much. We then iterate the above
reasoning and show that, at each step, the number of required outgoing edges of orientation-nodes
goes down by at most a constant factor. This means that we can repeat this process Ω(log ∆) times
before getting a problem that is too easy to solve. In other words, with the above process we build
a lower bound sequence of length Ω(log ∆) such that the last problem is not 0-round solvable, hence
proving our lower bound.

1.3

Additional Related Work

Round Elimination Technique. Linial’s Ω(log∗ n) lower bound for 3-coloring a cycle was the
first lower bound that was proven by what can be understood as a version of round elimination [33].
In its current form, round elimination was introduced in a seminal paper by Brandt et al. [14],
which proves a randomized Ω(log log n)-round lower bound on the problems of computing a sinkless
orientation or a ∆-coloring and as a corollary more generally for the distributed constructive Lovaász
Local Lemma problem. The lower bound of [14] was later lifted to an Ω(log n) deterministic lower
bound in [17] and it was generalized to the (2∆ − 2)-edge coloring problem in [18]. Later, the
round elimination technique was used to show an Ω(log∗ n) lower bound for the weak 2-coloring
problem [6]. In 2019, Brandt [13] refined the technique presenting an automatic way to perform
round elimination. Based on this result, Olivetti [36] implemented a tool, called round eliminator,
that performs round elimination automatically. These two works were fundamental for a better
understanding of the round elimination technique. In fact, Balliu et al. [4] managed to apply
the automatic round elimination technique to prove intriguing novel lower bounds for maximal
matchings and for MIS. These results were afterwards improved and generalized by Brandt and
Olivetti [15]. Then, round elimination was used for giving a complete characterization of locally
checkable problems that can be encoded in the edge-formalism of the round elimination framework
by using at most two labels [3]. Fraigniaud and Paz showed how to use round elimination with the
algebraic topology framework [20]. Recently, Balliu, Brandt, and Olivetti [5] used round elimination
to show lower bounds for ruling sets on trees. They also showed that round elimination can be used
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to obtain upper bounds for ruling sets that asymptotically match the existing best known upper
bounds.
Distributed MIS Algorithms. The MIS problem is one of the most extensively studied symmetry breaking problems in the distributed setting (e.g., [1, 2, 7, 8, 10, 12, 22, 24, 27, 31–35, 37, 39, 40]).
The first works date back to the late 1980s, where Luby [34] and Alon, Babai, and Itai [1] devised
parallel O(log n)-round randomized algorithms for solving MIS on graphs with n nodes. Those algorithm directly also work in the distributed setting. The first deterministic distributed MIS algorithm
was also developed in the late 1980s. In [2], Awerbuch et al. introduced a generic√tool known as
network decomposition that allows to deterministically compute
an MIS in time 2O( log n log log n) in
√
the LOCAL model. This was later improved to a time of 2O( log n) by Panconesi and Srinivasan [37].
The first improvement on the randomized MIS complexity was obtained by
√ Barenboim et al. [12],
who showed that an MIS can always be computed in time O(log2 ∆) + 2O( log log n) . The algorithm
is faster than the simple O(log n)-time algorithms if the maximum degree ∆ is moderately small.
The paper introduced what is now known as the shattering technique to the area of distributed
algorithms. First, the problem is solved on most of the graph by using some randomized method,
and afterwards the remaining small unsolved components are solved by using the fastest known
deterministic algorithm. The result of [12] was
√ improved by Ghaffari [22], who showed that an
O(
log log n) in the randomized LOCAL model. Further
MIS can be computed in time O(log ∆) + 2
improvements were obtained through a recent breakthrough by Rozhon and Ghaffari [39], who
showed that a network decomposition as introduced in [2] can actually be computed in poly log n
time deterministically in the LOCAL model. A slight improvement of the algorithm of [39] leads to
the current best deterministic complexity of O(log5 n) and the currently best randomized complexity
of O(log ∆ + log5 log n) for computing an MIS in the LOCAL model [24]. In a separate line of work, it
was shown by Barenboim, Elkin, and Kuhn in [10] that MIS can be computed in time O(∆ + log∗ n).
Note that this is faster than the previously mentioned algorithms if the maximum degree ∆ is
sufficiently small. In addition, the problem of computing an MIS has also been studied in the more
restrictive CONGEST model, where in each round, every node can only send an O(log n)-bit message
to each neighbor [16, 23, 24, 26, 39]. Together, these papers imply that also in the CONGEST model,
an MIS can be computed deterministically in time O(log5 n) and the fastest known randomized
algorithm has a time complexity of O(log ∆ · log log n + log6 log n) and is therefore almost as fast as
the fastest known randomized LOCAL model algorithm.
To conclude our discussion of distributed MIS algorithms, we finally also want to discuss previous
work on solving the MIS problem on trees. The first such paper is by Barenboim and Elkin [7].
They show that in graphs of bounded arboricity and therefore in particular in trees, an MIS can
be computed deterministically in only O(log n/ log log n) rounds. This still is the fastest known
deterministic algorithm for computing an MIS in an n-node tree. The first paper to explicitly look
at randomized algorithms for computing MIS in trees
is by Lenzen and Wattenhofer [32]. They
√
show that in trees, an MIS can be computed in O( log n log log n) randomized
rounds. This result
√
was later
√ improved by Barenboim et al. [12] and by Ghaffari [22] to O( log n log log n) rounds and
to O( log n) rounds, respectively. Those time complexities can be improved if the maximum degree
∆ is moderately small. In this case, the fastest known randomized MIS algorithm on trees has a
round complexity of O(log ∆ + log log n/ log log log n) [22].
Distributed MIS Lower Bounds. On the lower bound side, it has been known since the late
1980s and early 1990s that computing an MIS requires Ω(log∗ n) rounds [33, 35], even on graphs
with maximum degree 2 and even for randomized algorithms. Much later, Kuhn, Moscibroda, and
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n
o
Wattenhofer [31] proved that computing an MIS requires Ω min logloglog∆∆ , logloglogn n
rounds even
for randomized algorithms. Balliu et al. [4]
improved
thiso
result by
 recently
n
n
o and complemented
log n
log log n
showing that computing an MIS requires Ω min ∆, log log n
and Ω min ∆, log log log n
rounds
∗
for deterministic and randomized algorithms, respectively. Except for the Ω(log n) lower bound, the
above MIS lower bounds only hold for general graphs, and they do not apply to sparse graph classes
or even to trees. Last year, Balliu, Brandt, and Olivetti [5] improved the classic Ω(log∗ n) lower
bound alsofor this
trees of degree at most ∆
q showed
qon regularo
n case and
othat computing

n an MIS
requires Ω min logloglog∆∆ , logloglogn n
and Ω min
and randomized algorithms, respectively.

2
2.1

log ∆
log log ∆ ,

log log n
log log log n

rounds for deterministic

Preliminaries
The LOCAL Model

The lower bounds that we present in this paper hold for the LOCAL model of distributed computing.
In this model, nodes of a graph G = (V, E), where |V | = n, have a globally unique identifier from
{1, 2, . . . , poly(n)}. Initially, each node v knows its own identifier Id(v), its own degree deg(v), the
maximum degree ∆ of the graph, and the total number n of nodes. The computation proceeds in
synchronous rounds. In each round, each node sends messages to its neighbors, receives messages
from its neighbors, and performs local computation. Both the size of the messages and the local
computation are not bounded, i.e., messages can be of arbitrary size and the local computation
can be of arbitrary complexity. Each node executes the same (distributed) algorithm, and, at some
point, each node must decide to terminate its computation. Upon termination, each node must
decide its own local output. If the local outputs together form a feasible global output, then we say
that the problem is solved correctly. The time complexity of a distributed algorithm is measured as
the number of rounds required until all nodes terminate. Due to the unbounded size of the messages,
a distributed algorithm of time complexity T for the LOCAL model can be seen as a function that
maps T -radius neighborhoods into outputs.
In the randomized version of the LOCAL model, in addition to the above, nodes have access
to a stream of private random bits. We consider Monte Carlo randomized algorithms, that is,
the algorithm must provide a global solution that is correct with high probability, that is, with
probability at least 1 − 1/n.
The LOCAL model is quite a strong model, hence lower bounds for the LOCAL model directly
apply in other weaker models as well. In fact, another well known model of distributed computation
is the CONGEST model, where the only difference between the two models is regarding the size
of the messages: while in the LOCAL model we do not bound the size of the messages, in the
CONGEST model, the size of the messages is bounded by O(log n) bits. Hence, the lower bounds
that we present in this paper also hold for the CONGEST model.
The Port Numbering Model. While our model of interest is the LOCAL model of distributed
computation, for technical reasons, we first show our results in a weaker model, that is the port
numbering (PN) model, and then we then lift them to the LOCAL model. The only difference
between the PN model and the LOCAL model is that, in the former, nodes do not have an identifier,
instead they have a port numbering in input. More precisely, in the PN model, each node v has a
port number in {1, . . . , deg(v)} assigned to each of its incident edges, and this port numbering is
such that the incident edges of a node have pairwise different ports assigned to them. As in the case
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of the randomized LOCAL model, in the randomized PN model each node has access to a stream
of private random bits, and a randomized algorithm must provide a global solution that is correct
with high probability. For technical reasons, we will assume that edges are equipped with a port
numbering as well, that is, each edge is provided with a port number in {1, 2} for its two endpoints,
determining a consistent orientation of the edges. This is just a technical detail that makes the PN
model only stronger, which may only make the task of proving lower bounds harder.

2.2

Problems

As already mentioned, we will use the round elimination framework to show our lower bounds. This
formalism is expressive enough to include locally checkable problems, as long as the description of
these problems does not involve small cycles. Locally checkable problems are such that their solution
is globally correct if it is locally correct in all constant-radius neighborhoods. (For simplicity, in the
remainder of the paper we use the term “locally checkable problems” to refer to all those problems
that are locally checkable and that do not involve small cycles.) Before going into details of the
round elimination technique, we first see how problems are defined in this framework, what it means
to correctly solve such problems, and how we represent them. Then, as an example, we see how to
encode the problem of computing an MIS in this framework.
Characterization of a Problem in the Framework. For simplicity, we will only focus on
problems defined on ∆-regular graphs, as this will be enough for the purposes of our paper. Such
problems, in the round elimination framework, are characterized by the following three objects.
• An alphabet Σ of possible labels; a configuration is a word over the alphabet Σ.
• Node constraint N : a collection of configurations of length ∆.
• Edge constraint E: a collection of configurations of length 2.
The order of the elements of a configuration does not matter, and the same label may appear several
times in a configuration. We call a configuration in N a node configuration, and similarly we call a
configuration in E an edge configuration.
Solving a Problem in the Framework. Given a graph G = (V, E) and the set A = {(v, e) ∈
V × E | v ∈ e} of all (node, incident edge) pairs, we say that an algorithm correctly solves a problem
characterized by Σ, N , E, if, (1) for each node v ∈ V it holds that v has assigned an element of Σ
on each incident edge (v, e) ∈ A forming a configuration in N , and (2) for each edge e = (u, v) it
holds that the elements on the endpoints (u, e), (v, e) form a configuration in E.
Representation of Problems in the Framework. We represent the node and edge configurations using regular expressions. For example, we will denote with PO∆−1 a node configuration
that consists of one label P and ∆ − 1 labels O. We will use [L1 L2 ] to represent the fact that we
have a choice between the two labels L1 and L2 . For example, we use M[PO] to represent the edge
configuration that on one side has label M and on the other side has either label P or label O. In
other words, M[PO] is a condensed way to represent both configurations MP and MO. We will call
[L1 L2 ] a disjunction. Note that a configuration that contains a disjunction is, per se, a collection of
configurations. For simplicity, we will refer to a configuration containing a disjunction as a condensed
configuration. We will say that a configuration C is contained in a condensed configuration C 0 if
there is a choice in C 0 that results in C. For example, we say that the configuration MP is in the
condensed configuration M[PO].
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Example: MIS. As an example, let us see how one can encode the maximal independent set
problem in the round elimination framework. For this problem, we define Σ = {M, P, O} (note that
it has been shown that we need 3 labels in order to encode MIS in this framework [3]). The node
constraint N consists of two configurations: one used by the nodes in the MIS and the other used by
nodes not in the MIS. Intuitively, nodes in the MIS will output M on each incident edge, indicating
that they are in the MIS. Nodes not in the MIS will use label P to point to exactly one neighbor in
the MIS, ensuring maximality, and label O (as “other”) on the other ∆ − 1 incident edges. The
edge constraint E will take care of ensuring the independence: in fact, the configuration MM is not
allowed, meaning that two nodes in the MIS cannot be neighbors. Also, the edge constraint must
ensure that the nodes not in the MIS correctly point at nodes in the MIS (MP ∈ E), and that they
cannot point to each other (PP ∈
/ E) or to nodes not in the MIS (OP ∈
/ E). Moreover, since two
nodes not in the MIS can be neighbors, we allow the configuration OO in E. More precisely, the
node and edge constraint for the MIS problem are the following.
N:

E:
∆

2.3

M

M[PO]

PO∆−1

OO

Round Elimination

The technique that we use for showing our lower bounds is the so-called round elimination technique.
More precisely, we will use the result of [13, Theorem 4.3], which informally says how to use, in
an automatic way, the round elimination technique on locally checkable problems, if the input
graph is a ∆-regular high-girth graph. In particular, given a locally checkable problem Π with time
complexity T , this theorem says how to construct a problem Π00 having time complexity exactly
max{T − 1, 0}. The procedure for obtaining Π00 actually goes through an intermediate step: from Π
with time complexity T it first constructs a problem Π0 , then from Π0 it constructs problem Π00 with
time complexity T − 1. Since Π0 is uniquely defined by Π, and Π00 is uniquely defined by Π0 , we
define a function R(·) that with Π as input returns Π0 , and a function R(·) that with Π0 as input
returns Π00 . Hence, we have that Π00 = R(R(Π)).
Let Π be the problem characterized by the alphabet set ΣΠ , by the node constraint NΠ , and
by the edge constraint EΠ . In the following, we will formally show how to construct problems
Π0 = R(Π) and Π00 = R(R(Π)).
Problem Π0 = R(Π).

In order to define Π0 , we must define ΣΠ0 , NΠ0 , and EΠ0 .

• EΠ0 : the edge constraint of problem Π0 is defined as follows. Consider the collection A of
all configurations A1 A2 where A1 , A2 ∈ 2ΣΠ \ {{}}, such that, for all (a1 , a2 ) ∈ A1 × A2 , it
holds that a1 a2 ∈ EΠ . Before defining the edge constraint of Π0 we must introduce the notion
of non-maximality. Informally, we say that a configuration A1 A2 is non-maximal if there
exists another configuration A01 A02 that is obtained starting from A1 A2 and adding at least one
element to at least one of A1 and A2 . More formally, A1 A2 ∈ A is non-maximal if there exists
another configuration A01 A02 ∈ A such that, ∀i ∈ {1, 2}, Ai ⊆ A0i and ∃i ∈ {1, 2} : Ai ( A0i . Let
S be the set of all non-maximal configurations in A. The edge constraint of Π0 is then defined
as EΠ0 = A \ S.
• ΣΠ0 : the alphabet set ΣΠ0 is defined as a subset of the set containing all non-empty subsets of
ΣΠ , that is ΣΠ0 ⊆ 2ΣΠ \ {{}}. In particular, it contains all and only the sets that appear at
least once in the configurations of EΠ0 .
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• NΠ0 : the node constraint of problem Π0 is defined as the collection of all configurations
B1 B2 . . . B∆ such that, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ∆}, Bi ∈ ΣΠ0 , and it holds that there exists (b1 , . . . , b∆ ) ∈
B1 × . . . × B∆ satisfying that b1 b2 . . . b∆ ∈ NΠ .
Problem Π00 = R(R(Π)).

In order to define Π00 , we must define ΣΠ00 , NΠ00 , and EΠ00 .

• NΠ00 : the node constraint of problem Π00 is defined as follows. Consider the collection
B of all configurations B1 B2 . . . B∆ where B1 , B2 , . . . , B∆ ∈ 2ΣΠ0 \ {{}}, such that, for all
(b1 , . . . , b∆ ) ∈ B1 ×. . .×B∆ , it holds that b1 , . . . , b∆ ∈ NΠ0 . Let S be the set of all non-maximal
configurations in B. The node constraint of Π00 is then defined as NΠ00 = B \ S.
• ΣΠ00 : the alphabet set ΣΠ00 is defined as a subset of the set containing all non-empty subsets
of ΣΠ0 , that is ΣΠ00 =⊆ 2ΣΠ0 \ {{}}. In particular, it contains all and only the sets that appear
at least once in the configurations of EΠ00 .
• EΠ00 : the edge constraint of problem Π00 is defined as the collection of all configurations A1 A2
such that, ∀i ∈ {1, 2}, Ai appears in at least one configuration in NΠ00 , and it holds that there
exists (a1 , a2 ) ∈ A1 × A2 satisfying that a1 a2 ∈ EΠ0 .
Note that there is a simple method for computing NΠ0 : take the node constraint of Π and replace
each label y in each configuration by the disjunction of all label sets in ΣΠ0 that contain y. In a
similar manner, we can also compute EΠ00 .
For more concrete examples of constructions of R(Π) and R(R(Π)) where Π is, for example, the
sinkless orientation problem, we refer the reader to the tutorial of the round eliminator tool [36].
The result of Brandt [13, Theorem 4.3] proves a useful relation between Π and R(R(Π)).
Theorem 3 ([13], rephrased). Consider a class G of graphs with girth at least 2T + 2, and some
locally checkable problem Π. Then, there exists an algorithm that solves problem Π on G in T rounds
if and only if there exists an algorithm that solves problem R(R(Π)) in max{T − 1, 0} rounds.
For technical reasons, the above theorem holds for the port numbering model, and that is why
we first prove our lower bounds for the port numbering model and then we lift these results to the
LOCAL model. Also, Theorem 3 holds even if nodes are provided with some input, if this input
satisfies a property called t-independence. In this work we assume that nodes are provided with a
∆-edge coloring, and that each node knows the color of its incident edges. This input satisfies the
property required to apply Theorem 3.
Node/Edge Diagram: Relation Between Labels. Let Π be a locally checkable problem,
characterized by ΣΠ , NΠ , and EΠ , and let A, B be two labels in ΣΠ . We now define a relation
between labels, which will be useful later when we will compute R(Π) or R(Π) for our problems of
interest. We say that label A is at least as strong as label B according to EΠ , and equivalently B is
at least as weak as label A according to EΠ , if for each edge configuration C ∈ EΠ containing B, the
operation of replacing one occurrence of B in C by A results in a configuration that is also in EΠ .
Also, we say that A is stronger than B, and equivalently B is weaker than A, if A is at least as strong
as B and B is not at least as strong as A. The relations between labels of a problem Π according to
the edge constraint are illustrated by the edge diagram of Π. Such a diagram is a directed graph
where nodes are labels in ΣΠ and there is a directed edge from label A to label B if B 6= A, B is at
least as strong as A, and there does not exist a label Z ∈ ΣΠ such that B is stronger than Z and
Z is stronger than A (that is, the diagram illustrates all those strength relations that cannot be
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decomposed into “smaller” strength relations). Analogously, we define the above relations according
to the node constraint. Similarly, we illustrate with the node diagram the strength relations of labels
according to the node constraint. For example, consider the MIS problem defined in Section 2.2.
The edge diagram of the MIS problem is shown in Figure 1.

M
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Figure 1: Relation between the labels of the MIS problem according to the edge constraint: O is stronger
than P, and there is no relation between labels M and P, and between M and O.

Right-closed Sets. Consider a set S = {A1 , . . . , Ap } ⊆ ΣΠ . We say that S is right-closed if and
only if, for each Ai ∈ S it holds that also all successors of Ai are in S. Balliu, Brandt, and Olivetti [5]
proved the following observation about the relation of right-closed sets and the definitions of R(·)
and R(·).
Observation 4 ([5], Observation 8 in the arXiv version). Consider an arbitrary collection of labels
A1 , . . . , Ap ∈ ΣΠ . If {A1 , . . . , Ap } ∈ ΣR(Π) , then the set {A1 , . . . , Ap } is right-closed (w.r.t. EΠ ). If
{A1 , . . . , Ap } ∈ ΣR(Π) , then the set {A1 , . . . , Ap } is right-closed (w.r.t. NΠ ).

2.4

Roadmap

We will start by proving a lower bound for computing k-outdegree dominating sets in the deterministic
port numbering model (Section 3). For this purpose, we will define a parameterized family of
problems P, and we will show that these problems can be solved in constant time given a k-outdegree
dominating set, which means that if we can show a lower bound for some of the problems in P, then
we would obtain the same asymptotic lower bound for k-outdegree dominating sets. Then, we will
relate different problems of P, by showing that some of them are strictly easier than others. We will
apply this reasoning multiple times in order to build a long sequence of problems, such that each
one is strictly easier than the previous one, and also the last one is not 0-rounds solvable. In this
way we will obtain that the length of the chain is a lower bound for k-outdegree dominating sets.
In order to relate two different problems P, P 0 of P we use the round elimination technique.
Informally this technique is usually applied in the following way:
1. start from a problem P in our family of problems P,
2. apply the round elimination technique and obtain a new problem Π that might not be a
problem in P,
3. prove that Π is not easier than some problem P 0 ∈ P,
4. this implies that P 0 is at least one round easier than P .
For the problem family that we define, this approach does not seem to work: by applying the round
elimination technique we will obtain some problem that is very similar to the problems of the family,
but it will also contain some additional allowed configuration. This additional configuration will
prevent us from proving that the obtained problem is not easier than some problem of our family.
Here lies the novelty of our approach: in order to get rid of such a configuration we will exploit a
specific input given to the nodes (a ∆-edge coloring) in such a way that nodes, in 0 rounds, can
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convert their output to a different one that does not use the additional configuration, and hence
solve a problem that is actually in the family.
Finally, in Section 4 we will use standard techniques to convert our deterministic port numbering
lower bound into a lower bound for the LOCAL model.

3

Lower bound for the port numbering model

In this section we will define a family of problems Π∆ (a, x) that we will use to prove a lower bound
for k-outdegree dominating sets. The parameters a and x satisfy 0 ≤ a, x ≤ ∆, and intuitively by
increasing x, or decreasing a, we will get easier problems. We will then relate the problems of the
family, by showing that some of them are at least one round harder than others. In particular, we
will prove that for a large enough and x small enough, Π∆ (a, x) requires at least one round more
than Π∆ (b(a − 2x − 1)/2c, x + 1). We will finally prove that, even for very relaxed problems of
the family, that is those having small values of a and large values of x, Π∆ (a, x) is not 0 rounds
solvable. At the end we will combine all these results to show that, for a wide range of values of k,
there exists a sequence of problems Π0 → Π1 . . . → ΠT , where Π0 can be solved in 1 round given a
solution for k-outdegree dominating sets, Πi+1 is at least one round easier than Πi , and ΠT is not 0
rounds solvable, implying a lower bound of T rounds for k-outdegree dominating sets.

3.1

The Problem Family

On a high level, our problem family contains the following problems. Consider the following task:
find an independent set of nodes (type-1 nodes), such that nodes that are not in the independent set
either have a neighbor in the independent set (type-2 nodes), or they own at least a of their incident
edges (type-3 nodes; an edge can be owned by at most one of its endpoints). We define a problem
that is a slight relaxation of this task. Type-2 nodes may not have any neighbor in the independent
set, but in that case they must have at least one neighbor of type 3 connected to them through a
non-owned edge. Moreover, we allow type-1 nodes to violate the independence requirement: these
nodes are allowed to be neighbors, but the edges between them should be properly oriented, such
that at most x edges are outgoing for each node in the set. See Figure 2 for an example. We will now
define the problem Π∆ (a, x) formally, by providing its label set and its node and edge constraints.
Labels. For all problems of the family, the label set Σ∆ (a, x) is {M, P, O, A, X}. Informally, these
labels can be interpreted as follows:
• The label M is used by nodes that are in the dominating set.
• Nodes not in the dominating set can use label P to point to a neighbor in the dominating set,
and the label O is used to label the other incident edges.
• The label A is used by nodes to mark owned edges, while label X is used to mark other incident
edges.
• Also, nodes of the dominating set can use label X to mark edges that connect them to neighbors
that are also in the dominating set.
Node Constraint. We now define the node constraint N∆ (a, x) of Π∆ (a, x) by listing its allowed
configurations. N∆ (a, x) contains the following:
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Figure 2: Example of a problem in our family, where a = 2 and x = 2. Directed blue edges that go from a
type-3 node u to a neighbor v of u are owned by node u.

• M∆−x Xx . This configuration is used by nodes that are part of the dominating set.
• Aa X∆−a . This configuration is used by some nodes that are not in the dominating set in order
to prove that they own at least a edges.
• PO∆−1 . This configuration is used by some nodes u that are not in the dominating set in
order to prove that they have at least one neighbor in the dominating set (or a neighbor v
owning a edges, but not the one connecting v to u).
Edge Constraint. We now define the edge constraint E∆ (a, x) of Π∆ (a, x) by listing its allowed
configurations. E∆ (a, x) contains the following:
• M[PAOX]
• O[MAOX]
• P[MX]
• A[MOX]
• X[MPAOX]
In other words, M is not compatible with M, A is not compatible with A, P is not compatible
with P, A or O, while anything else is allowed. See Figure 3 for an example. The edge diagram of
Π∆ (a, x) is as given in Figure 4

3.2

Relation Between k-Outdegree Dominating Sets and the Problems of the
Family

We start by relating k-outdegree dominating sets with the problems of the family.
Lemma 5. Given a solution for the k-outdegree dominating set problem, we can solve Π∆ (a, k) in
1 round, for all a.
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<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

X

<latexit sha1_base64="qzudy2OKeSrEsCt89jBjEy9xHRg=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sh5JJ77ShmcyQZIQy9C/cuFDErX/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3PuJeeeIBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpsR9RM9Zh1pwNyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWSpphNrPFoln5MIqQxLGyj5pyEL9vZHRSOtpFNjJRcJVby7+5/VSE974GZdJalCy5UdhKoiJyfx8MuQKmRFTSyhT3GYlbEwVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfXkZD7</latexit>

O
<latexit sha1_base64="WKTHYXdIbX/BXBIoXdbL9J04/nY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjTsr2Ae2pWTSTBuayQzJHaEM/Qs3LhRx69+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3knOPH0th0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMlGiGW+ySEa641PDpVC8iQIl78Sa09CXvO1PbuZ++4lrIyL1gNOY90M6UiIQjKKVHnshxbEJ0rvZoFR2K24Gskq8nJQhR2NQ+uoNI5aEXCGT1Jiu58bYT6lGwSSfFXuJ4TFlEzriXUsVDbnpp1niGTm3ypAEkbZPIcnU3xspDY2Zhr6dzBIue3PxP6+bYHDdT4WKE+SKLT4KEkkwIvPzyVBozlBOLaFMC5uVsDHVlKEtqWhL8JZPXiWtasW7rFTva+V6La+jAKdwBhfgwRXU4RYa0AQGCp7hFd4c47w4787HYnTNyXdO4A+czx/WDJD6</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

2

X

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

1

2

<latexit sha1_base64="WKTHYXdIbX/BXBIoXdbL9J04/nY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjTsr2Ae2pWTSTBuayQzJHaEM/Qs3LhRx69+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3knOPH0th0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMlGiGW+ySEa641PDpVC8iQIl78Sa09CXvO1PbuZ++4lrIyL1gNOY90M6UiIQjKKVHnshxbEJ0rvZoFR2K24Gskq8nJQhR2NQ+uoNI5aEXCGT1Jiu58bYT6lGwSSfFXuJ4TFlEzriXUsVDbnpp1niGTm3ypAEkbZPIcnU3xspDY2Zhr6dzBIue3PxP6+bYHDdT4WKE+SKLT4KEkkwIvPzyVBozlBOLaFMC5uVsDHVlKEtqWhL8JZPXiWtasW7rFTva+V6La+jAKdwBhfgwRXU4RYa0AQGCp7hFd4c47w4787HYnTNyXdO4A+czx/WDJD6</latexit>

M

1

<latexit sha1_base64="WKTHYXdIbX/BXBIoXdbL9J04/nY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjTsr2Ae2pWTSTBuayQzJHaEM/Qs3LhRx69+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3knOPH0th0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMlGiGW+ySEa641PDpVC8iQIl78Sa09CXvO1PbuZ++4lrIyL1gNOY90M6UiIQjKKVHnshxbEJ0rvZoFR2K24Gskq8nJQhR2NQ+uoNI5aEXCGT1Jiu58bYT6lGwSSfFXuJ4TFlEzriXUsVDbnpp1niGTm3ypAEkbZPIcnU3xspDY2Zhr6dzBIue3PxP6+bYHDdT4WKE+SKLT4KEkkwIvPzyVBozlBOLaFMC5uVsDHVlKEtqWhL8JZPXiWtasW7rFTva+V6La+jAKdwBhfgwRXU4RYa0AQGCp7hFd4c47w4787HYnTNyXdO4A+czx/WDJD6</latexit>

O

X
<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WKTHYXdIbX/BXBIoXdbL9J04/nY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjTsr2Ae2pWTSTBuayQzJHaEM/Qs3LhRx69+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3knOPH0th0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMlGiGW+ySEa641PDpVC8iQIl78Sa09CXvO1PbuZ++4lrIyL1gNOY90M6UiIQjKKVHnshxbEJ0rvZoFR2K24Gskq8nJQhR2NQ+uoNI5aEXCGT1Jiu58bYT6lGwSSfFXuJ4TFlEzriXUsVDbnpp1niGTm3ypAEkbZPIcnU3xspDY2Zhr6dzBIue3PxP6+bYHDdT4WKE+SKLT4KEkkwIvPzyVBozlBOLaFMC5uVsDHVlKEtqWhL8JZPXiWtasW7rFTva+V6La+jAKdwBhfgwRXU4RYa0AQGCp7hFd4c47w4787HYnTNyXdO4A+czx/WDJD6</latexit>

X

X

O

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

3

A
<latexit sha1_base64="ap1PD3Z13+fBzyRD9Sd4ar+5+xY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXFjcsK9oFtKZk004ZmMkNyRyhD/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BvT6Sy09UDgcM695Nzjx1IYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJRoxpsskpHu+NRwKRRvokDJO7HmNPQlb/uT27nffuLaiEg94DTm/ZCOlAgEo2ilx15IcWyC9GY2KJXdipuBrBIvJ2XI0RiUvnrDiCUhV8gkNabruTH2U6pRMMlnxV5ieEzZhI5411JFQ276aZZ4Rs6tMiRBpO1TSDL190ZKQ2OmoW8ns4TL3lz8z+smGFz3U6HiBLlii4+CRBKMyPx8MhSaM5RTSyjTwmYlbEw1ZWhLKtoSvOWTV0mrWvEuK9X7Wrley+sowCmcwQV4cAV1uIMGNIGBgmd4hTfHOC/Ou/OxGF1z8p0T+APn8wfAxpDs</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

X
A

M

X

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

1

M

<latexit sha1_base64="ap1PD3Z13+fBzyRD9Sd4ar+5+xY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXFjcsK9oFtKZk004ZmMkNyRyhD/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BvT6Sy09UDgcM695Nzjx1IYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJRoxpsskpHu+NRwKRRvokDJO7HmNPQlb/uT27nffuLaiEg94DTm/ZCOlAgEo2ilx15IcWyC9GY2KJXdipuBrBIvJ2XI0RiUvnrDiCUhV8gkNabruTH2U6pRMMlnxV5ieEzZhI5411JFQ276aZZ4Rs6tMiRBpO1TSDL190ZKQ2OmoW8ns4TL3lz8z+smGFz3U6HiBLlii4+CRBKMyPx8MhSaM5RTSyjTwmYlbEw1ZWhLKtoSvOWTV0mrWvEuK9X7Wrley+sowCmcwQV4cAV1uIMGNIGBgmd4hTfHOC/Ou/OxGF1z8p0T+APn8wfAxpDs</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

M
<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

X

1

M
<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="WKTHYXdIbX/BXBIoXdbL9J04/nY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjTsr2Ae2pWTSTBuayQzJHaEM/Qs3LhRx69+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3knOPH0th0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMlGiGW+ySEa641PDpVC8iQIl78Sa09CXvO1PbuZ++4lrIyL1gNOY90M6UiIQjKKVHnshxbEJ0rvZoFR2K24Gskq8nJQhR2NQ+uoNI5aEXCGT1Jiu58bYT6lGwSSfFXuJ4TFlEzriXUsVDbnpp1niGTm3ypAEkbZPIcnU3xspDY2Zhr6dzBIue3PxP6+bYHDdT4WKE+SKLT4KEkkwIvPzyVBozlBOLa
sha1_base64="WKTHYXdIbX/BXBIoXdbL9J04/nY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjTsr2Ae2pWTSTBuayQzJHaEM/Qs3LhRx69+4829Mp7PQ1gOBwzn3knOPH0th0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMlGiGW+ySEa641PDpVC8iQIl78Sa09CXvO1PbuZ++4lrIyL1gNOY90M6UiIQjKKVHnshxbEJ0rvZoFR2K24Gskq8nJQhR2NQ+uoNI5aEXCGT1Jiu58bYT6lGwSSfFXuJ4TFlEzriXUsVDbnpp1niGTm3ypAEkbZPIcnU3xspDY2Zhr6dzBIue3PxP6+bYHDdT4WKE+SKLT4KEkkwIvPzyVBozlBOLaFMC5uVsDHVlKEtqWhL8JZPXiWtasW7rFTva+V6La+jAKdwBhfgwRXU4RYa0AQGCp7hFd4c47w4787HYnTNyXdO4A+czx/WDJD6</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

3

X

A

<latexit sha1_base64="ap1PD3Z13+fBzyRD9Sd4ar+5+xY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXFjcsK9oFtKZk004ZmMkNyRyhD/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BvT6Sy09UDgcM695Nzjx1IYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJRoxpsskpHu+NRwKRRvokDJO7HmNPQlb/uT27nffuLaiEg94DTm/ZCOlAgEo2ilx15IcWyC9GY2KJXdipuBrBIvJ2XI0RiUvnrDiCUhV8gkNabruTH2U6pRMMlnxV5ieEzZhI5411JFQ276aZZ4Rs6tMiRBpO1TSDL190ZKQ2OmoW8ns4TL3lz8z+smGFz3U6HiBLlii4+CRBKMyPx8MhSaM5RTSyjTwmYlbEw1ZWhLKtoSvOWTV0mrWvEuK9X7Wrley+sowCmcwQV4cAV1uIMGNIGBgmd4hTfHOC/Ou/OxGF1z8p0T+APn8wfAxpDs</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

X

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

X

3

X

<latexit sha1_base64="ap1PD3Z13+fBzyRD9Sd4ar+5+xY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXFjcsK9oFtKZk004ZmMkNyRyhD/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BvT6Sy09UDgcM695Nzjx1IYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJRoxpsskpHu+NRwKRRvokDJO7HmNPQlb/uT27nffuLaiEg94DTm/ZCOlAgEo2ilx15IcWyC9GY2KJXdipuBrBIvJ2XI0RiUvnrDiCUhV8gkNabruTH2U6pRMMlnxV5ieEzZhI5411JFQ276aZZ4Rs6tMiRBpO1TSDL190ZKQ2OmoW8ns4TL3lz8z+smGFz3U6HiBLlii4+CRBKMyPx8MhSaM5RTSyjTwmYlbEw1ZWhLKtoSvOWTV0mrWvEuK9X7Wrley+sowCmcwQV4cAV1uIMGNIGBgmd4hTfHOC/Ou/OxGF1z8p0T+APn8wfAxpDs</latexit>

M
<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

M

M

M

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

1

1

1

M

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

M M

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

2

P

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qzudy2OKeSrEsCt89jBjEy9xHRg=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sh5JJ77ShmcyQZIQy9C/cuFDErX/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3PuJeeeIBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpsR9RM9Zh1pwNyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWSpphNrPFoln5MIqQxLGyj5pyEL9vZHRSOtpFNjJRcJVby7+5/VSE974GZdJalCy5UdhKoiJyfx8MuQKmRFTSyhT3GYlbEwVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfXkZD7</latexit>

X

M

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

X

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

P

X
<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="qzudy2OKeSrEsCt89jBjEy9xHRg=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sh5JJ77ShmcyQZIQy9C/cuFDErX/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3PuJeeeIBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpsR9RM9Zh1pwNyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWSpphNrPFoln5MIqQxLGyj5pyEL9vZHRSOtpFNjJRcJVby7+5/VSE974GZdJalCy5UdhKoiJyfx8MuQKmRFTSyhT3GYlbEwVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfXkZD7</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="G0f80BV8EXrPOCqeY/mptSgoiec=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sS8mkd9rQTGZIMkIZ+hduXCji1r9x59+YTmehrQcCh3PuJecePxZcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikraNEMWyxSESq61ONgktsGW4EdmOFNPQFdvzp7cLvPKHSPJIPZhbjIKRjyQPOqLHSYz+kZqKDtDsflitu1c1A1omXkwrkaA7LX/1RxJIQpWGCat3z3NgMUqoMZwLnpX6iMaZsSsfYs1TSEPUgzRLPyYVVRiSIlH3SkEz9vZHSUOtZ6NvJLOGqtxD/83qJCW4GKZdxYlCy5UdBIoiJyOJ8MuIKmREzSyhT3GYlbEIVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfjuZED</latexit>

2

X

<latexit sha1_base64="qzudy2OKeSrEsCt89jBjEy9xHRg=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqszUgi4LblxWsA9sh5JJ77ShmcyQZIQy9C/cuFDErX/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3PuJeeeIBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpsR9RM9Zh1pwNyhW36i5A1omXkwrkaA7KX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWSpphNrPFoln5MIqQxLGyj5pyEL9vZHRSOtpFNjJRcJVby7+5/VSE974GZdJalCy5UdhKoiJyfx8MuQKmRFTSyhT3GYlbEwVZcaWVLIleKsnr5N2repdVWv39UqjntdRhDM4h0vw4BoacAdNaAEDCc/wCm+Odl6cd+djOVpw8p1T+APn8wfXkZD7</latexit>

M

1

2

<latexit sha1_base64="r22h9OtEYw+OL3wkP6gavuchphE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZla0GXBjRuhgn1gW0omzbShmcyQ3BHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GdDoLbT0QOJxzLzn3+LEUBl3321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHLRMlmvEmi2SkOz41XArFmyhQ8k6sOQ19ydv+5Gbut5+4NiJSDziNeT+kIyUCwSha6bEXUhybIL2bDUplt+JmIKvEy0kZcjQGpa/eMGJJyBUySY3pem6M/ZRqFEzyWbGXGB5TNqEj3rVU0ZCbfpolnpFzqwxJEGn7FJJM/b2R0tCYaejbySzhsjcX//O6CQbX/VSoOEGu2OKjIJEEIzI/nwyF5gzl1BLKtLBZCRtTTRnakoq2BG/55FXSqla8y0r1vlau1/I6CnAKZ3ABHlxBHW6hAU1goOAZXuHNMc6L8+58LEbXnHznBP7A+fwB0wKQ+A==</latexit>
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F gure 3 Examp e of an output abe ng that so ves a prob em n our fam y where a = x = 2 and ∆ = 4
Type-1 type-2 and type-3 nodes are represented by orange green and b ue nodes respect ve y
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F gure 4 Re at on between the abe s of Π∆ (a x) accord ng to the edge constra nt

Proof. We are given in input a solution to the k-outdegree dominating set problem, which means
that nodes in the dominating set form a directed graph where every node has at most k outgoing
edges. Such nodes output X on the outgoing edges and M on the others. These nodes modify this
abe ng by wr t ng X on some edges abe ed M n order to obta n exact y k edges abe ed X Nodes
not in the dominating set spend 1 round to check which of the neighbors are in the dominating
set and they output P on one port connect ng them to a dom nat ng set ne ghbor and O on a the
others. Clearly, the node constraint is satisfied. We now show that the edge constraint is satisfied
as well.
• An edge that connects two nodes n the dom nat ng set w never be abe ed w th M by both
endpoints, since outgoing edges are marked X. All the other labels used by the algorithm are
X, P, and O, which are all compatible with M and X.
• If P s wr tten on one s de of an edge then the other s de s abe ed w th e ther M or X wh ch
are both compatible with P.
• The label O cannot appear on the other side of an edge labeled P, and all the other labels
used by the algorithm, i.e., X, M, and O, are all compatible with O.
• The label X is compatible with everything.

3.3

Relation Between Problems of the Family

In this section we prove that Π∆ (b(a − 2x − 1)/2c, x + 1) is at least as easy as R(R(Π∆ (a, x))),
mp y ng by Theorem 3 that Π∆ (b(a − 2x − 1)/2c, x + 1) s at east one round eas er than Π∆ (a, x)
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if Π∆ (a, x) is not zero round solvable. We start by computing R(Π∆ (a, x)) and use the obtained
knowledge to prove that R(R(Π∆ (a, x))) is at least as hard as the following problem Π+
∆ (a, x):
N∆+ (a, x):

+
E∆
(a, x):

M∆−x−1 Xx+1

M[PACOX]

∆−1

PO

a−x−1

A

O[MACOX]
∆−a+x+1

P[MX]

X

A[MCOX]

C∆−x Xx

X[MPACOX]
C[MAOX]
Then, we will show how to exploit a given ∆-edge coloring to convert any solution for such a problem
into a solution for Π∆ (b(a − 2x − 1)/2c, x + 1). Intuitively, we will get rid of nodes labeled with
the configuration C∆−x Xx , by making them output the configuration Ab(a−2x−1)/2c X∆−b(a−2x−1)/2c .
In the process, also the output of nodes labeled with the configuration Aa−x−1 X∆−a+x+1 will be
altered, by reducing their number of incident edges labeled A from a − x − 1 to b(a − 2x − 1)/2c.
Note that these changes in the output give a solution for Π∆ (b(a − 2x − 1)/2c, x + 1). We start by
computing R(Π∆ (a, x)).
Lemma 6. Assume that x + 2 ≤ a ≤ ∆. After renaming, the node constraint of R(Π∆ (a, x)) is
given by the configurations
[MUBQ]∆−x [XMOUABPQ]x
[PQ][OUABPQ]∆−1
[ABPQ]a [XMOUABPQ]∆−a
and the edge constraint of R(Π∆ (a, x)) by the configurations
XQ
OB
AU
PM
In particular, the node diagram of R(Π∆ (a, x)) is as given in Figure 5.
Proof. By Observation 4, the set of labels of R(Π∆ (a, x)) is a subset of the set of right-closed
sets of labels according to the diagram of Π∆ (a, x), depicted in Figure 4. All possible right-closed
sets are S = { X , MX , OX , MOX , AOX , MAOX , PAOX , MPAOX }, where L1 ...Lk represents the set of
labels {L1 , . . . , Lk }. In order to compute the edge constraint of R(Π∆ (a, x)), we can pair each
S ∈ S with the unique largest set of labels S 0 ∈ S satisfying that for any choice (s, s0 ) ∈ (S, S 0 ),
the configuration ss0 is in E∆ (a, x). By performing such operation and removing all symmetric
configurations, we obtain the following:
X MPAOX
MX PAOX
OX MAOX
MOX AOX
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Figure 5: Relation between the labels of R(Π∆ (a, x)) according to the node constraint.

Note that all obtained configurations are also maximal. Also, notice that, by renaming labels as in
the following mapping, we obtain the required edge constraint.
X

7→ X

MX

7→ M

OX

7→ O

MOX

7→ U

AOX

7→ A

MAOX

7→ B

PAOX

7→ P

MPAOX

7→ Q

Using the method explained in Section 2.3, we can compute the node constraint of R(Π∆ (a, x))
by simply taking the node constraint of Π∆ (a, x) and replacing each label y in each configuration
by the disjunction of all label sets that appear in the edge constraint of R(Π∆ (a, x)) and contain
y. Note that the original label M is contained in the sets represented by the new labels MUBQ,
the original label X is contained all the new labels, A is contained in ABPQ, the original label O is
contained in the new labels OUABPQ, and the original label P is contained in the new labels PQ.
Hence, by applying the replacing method on the node constraints of Π∆ (a, x), we obtain the same
node constraint as in the claim.
We now compute R(R(Π∆ (a, x))). We will need the notion of a relaxation of a node configuration
as given in [5].
Definition 7. Let Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Y∆ be sets of labels. A relaxation of a node configuration Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆
is a node configuration Z1 Z2 . . . Z∆ such that there exists a permutation ρ : {1, . . . , ∆} → {1, . . . , ∆}
such that, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ∆, we have Yi ⊆ Zρ(i) . If Z1 Z2 . . . Z∆ is a relaxation of Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆ ,
then we say that Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆ can be relaxed to Z1 Z2 . . . Z∆ .
Lemma 8. If the problem Π∆ (a, x) has time complexity T , then Π+
∆ (a, x) has time complexity
max{T − 1, 0}, for all a, x satisfying x + 2 ≤ a ≤ ∆.
Proof. Let a and x satisfy x + 2 ≤ a ≤ ∆. We prove the lemma by showing that we can solve
Π+
∆ (a, x) in 0 rounds given an arbitrary solution for R(R(Π∆ (a, x))) (which by definition is precisely
one round easier than Π∆ (a, x), unless Π∆ (a, x) is already zero round solvable). However, we will not
fully compute R(R(Π∆ (a, x))) for this purpose. Instead, we will implicitly show that the problem
Πrel given by the following node and edge constraints can be solved in 0 rounds, given a solution for
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R(R(Π∆ (a, x))).
MUBQ

∆−x−1

PQ OUABPQ
ABPQ
UBPQ

a−x−1
∆−x

XMOUABPQ

x+1

∆−1

[ PQ

OUABPQ

XMOUABPQ

XMOUABPQ

MUBQ

x

∆−a+x+1

PQ

[ MUBQ

[ MUBQ

ABPQ

]

]

UBPQ OUABPQ XMOUABPQ

[ MUBQ

[ MUBQ

]

ABPQ UBPQ OUABPQ XMOUABPQ

XMOUABPQ

[ MUBQ

XMOUABPQ
UBPQ

ABPQ UBPQ OUABPQ XMOUABPQ

]

PQ ABPQ UBPQ OUABPQ XMOUABPQ

ABPQ OUABPQ XMOUABPQ

]

]

We will start by showing that any node configuration of R(R(Π∆ (a, x))) can be relaxed to some node
configuration of Πrel . For a contradiction, suppose that there is a node configuration Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆
of R(R(Π∆ (a, x))) that cannot be relaxed to any node configuration of Πrel . Note that, by
Observation 4, the Yi are subsets of the label set XMOUABPQ that are right-closed (w.r.t. the
diagram given in Figure 5). We now use the fact that Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆ cannot be relaxed to any node
configuration of Πrel to collect information about the Yi .
At least x + 2 of the Yi must contain the label P as otherwise at least ∆ − x − 1 of the Yi would
be a subset of the set MUBQ (due to the right-closedness of the Yi ), which in turn would imply
that Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆ can be relaxed to the node configuration MUBQ ∆−x−1 XMOUABPQ x+1 . Using an
analogous argument, we see that at least ∆ − a + x + 2 of the Yi must contain the label U as
otherwise Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆ could be relaxed to ABPQ a−x−1 XMOUABPQ ∆−a+x+1 .
Now if one of the Yi contained the label M, it would be possible to select labels y1 , y2 , . . . , y∆
from Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Y∆ , respectively, such that the configuration y1 y2 . . . y∆ would contain at least
one M, at least (x + 2) − 1 = x + 1 many P, and at least (∆ − a + x + 2) − 1 − (x + 1) = ∆ − a
many U. However, by Lemma 6, no such configuration is contained in the node constraint of
R(Π∆ (a, x)), which implies, by the definition of R(·), that Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆ is not a node configuration
of R(R(Π∆ (a, x))), yielding a contradiction. Hence, none of the Yi contains the label M, and by the
right-closedness of the Yi it follows that each Yi is a subset of OUABPQ . This has two consequences.
First, each of the Yi contains the label B as otherwise the right-closedness of the Yi would imply
that Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆ could be relaxed to PQ OUABPQ ∆−1 . Second, at least x + 1 of the Yi contain the
label A as otherwise Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆ could be relaxed to UBPQ ∆−x XMOUABPQ x .
Now we have all the ingredients to obtain the desired contradiction. The latter two observations
together with the earlier obtained fact that at least ∆ − a + x + 2 of the Yi contain the label U imply
that we can select labels y1 , y2 , . . . , y∆ from Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Y∆ , respectively, such that the configuration
y1 y2 . . . y∆ would contain x + 1 many A and (∆ − a + x + 2) − (x + 1) = ∆ − a + 1 many U, and the
remaining labels would be B. However, such a configuration does not exist in the node constraint of
of R(Π∆ (a, x)), which again implies that Y1 Y2 . . . Y∆ is not a node configuration of R(R(Π∆ (a, x))),
yielding a contradiction. Thus, any node configuration of R(R(Π∆ (a, x))) can be relaxed to some
node configuration of Πrel .
Using the method explained in Section 2.3, we can compute the edge constraint of R(R(Π∆ (a, x)))
by simply taking the edge constraint of R(Π∆ (a, x)) and replacing each label y in each configuration
by the disjunction of all label sets that appear in the node constraint of R(R(Π∆ (a, x))) and contain
y. Due to Definition 7 and the fact that the edge constraint of Πrel is obtained by precisely the
aforementioned method (with the only difference that the label sets from the node configurations of
Πrel are used instead of those of R(R(Π∆ (a, x))), and that the same configurations are represented
by using different condensed configurations), we see that there is a simple 0-round algorithm that
computes a correct solution for Πrel given a solution for R(R(Π∆ (a, x))): each node simply replaces
the node configuration it outputs in the given solution by a relaxation thereof that is contained
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in the node configuration of Πrel (such that each set in the configuration is replaced by a superset
thereof). This is possible since, as we proved, any node configuration of R(R(Π∆ (a, x))) can be
relaxed to some node configuration of Πrel . Note that the fact that the 0-round algorithm replaces
sets by supersets, together with the observations about the aforementioned method, ensures that
the produced edge configurations are indeed contained in the edge constraint of Πrel .
The desired statement that Π+
∆ (a, x) can be solved in 0 rounds given an arbitrary solution for
R(R(Π∆ (a, x))) (and hence the lemma statement) now follows from the observation that the two
problems Π+
∆ (a, x) and Πrel are the same up to renaming as shown by the following mapping.
MUBQ

7→ M

XMOUABPQ

7→ X

PQ

7→ P

OUABPQ

7→ O

ABPQ

7→ A

UBPQ

7→ C

We now prove that, by exploiting a given ∆-edge coloring, we can relate Π+
∆ (a, x) with some
problem of the family.
Lemma 9. If we are given a ∆-edge coloring in input, then Π+
∆ (a, x) is at least as hard as
Π∆ (b(a − 2x − 1)/2c, x + 1), for all x, a satisfying 2x + 1 ≤ a ≤ ∆.
Proof. We show how to use any given solution for Π+ = Π+
∆ (a, x) to solve, in 0 rounds, the problem
Π = Π∆ (b(a − 2x − 1)/2c, x + 1). Note that Π+ and Π are defined similarly. In fact, they only differ
in two places:
• In Π the label C never appears, hence in order to solve Π given a solution for Π+ , we need to
change the output of all nodes outputting C∆−x Xx .
• In Π+ the nodes outputting the configuration containing the label A are required to own
a − x − 1 edges, while in Π this number is only b(a − 2x − 1)/2c.
We show how to exploit a given ∆-edge coloring to change the output of nodes outputting the
configuration containing the label C to an output that uses the configuration containing A. Note
that if all nodes outputting C∆−x Xx choose b(a − 2x − 1)/2c arbitrary incident edges that are labeled
C and label them with A and all the others with X, this would almost work: C is edge-compatible
with [MAOX], and if we ignore A, all other labels are also compatible with A. The only issue is given
by edges labeled AC: if such a C is converted to an A, we obtain an edge labeled AA, that is not
allowed. Here we exploit the given ∆-edge coloring.
• All nodes labeled Aa−x−1 X∆−a+1+x start by replacing label A with label X on the incident
edges labeled with colors in {1, . . . , b(a − 1)/2c}. Note that the remaining number of A is at
least a − x − 1 − b(a − 1)/2c = d(a − 2x − 1)/2e. Then, they replace arbitrary other A with X
in order to make the number of A exactly b(a − 2x − 1)/2c.
• All nodes labeled C∆−x Xx consider their incident edges labeled with colors in {1, . . . , b(a −
1)/2c} that are currently labeled C, write A on them and X on all the others. Note that the
number of A is at least b(a − 1)/2c − x = b(a − 2x − 1)/2c. Finally, they replace some of the
written A with X in order to make the number of A exactly b(a − 2x − 1)/2c.
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Note that there is no need of coordination between nodes, and hence this procedure requires 0
rounds. We now prove that the obtained labeling is a solution for Π.
• Nodes that were labeled with the configuration containing A, replaced some A with X to
match the required number of A for Π, and since X is edge-compatible with anything that is
compatible with A, this part does not violate any constraint.
• It cannot happen that an edge is labeled AA, since nodes that were labeled with the configuration containing C only write the label A on edges that are colored with {1, . . . , b(a−1)/2c}, and
on the same edges the nodes originally labeled with the configuration containing A replaced
the label A with X. Also, since CC is not allowed, it cannot happen that two neighboring
nodes that are labeled with the configuration containing C both write A on their common
edge (note that they may be neighbors through edges labeled X).
• C is edge compatible with [MAOX]. In the replacing process, some C are replaced with A and
some others with X, and since we proved that AA is never obtained, we may only obtain edges
labeled [AX][MOX], which is allowed by Π.
• All other configurations present in the constraints of Π+ are also allowed by the constraints of
Π.

By combining Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 10. If the problem Π∆ (a, x) has time complexity T , then Π∆ (b(a − 2x − 1)/2c, x + 1)
has complexity at most max{T − 1, 0}, for all a, x satisfying 2x + 1 ≤ a, x + 2 ≤ a ≤ ∆, given a
∆-edge coloring in input.
In the above we have shown a relation between Π∆ (a, x) and Π∆ (b(a − 2x − 1)/2c, x + 1). Note
that there is also a more straightforward relation between the problems of the family, that is, by
increasing x or by decreasing a, the problem does not get harder.
Lemma 11. Π∆ (a, x) can be solved in 0 rounds given a solution of Π∆ (a0 , x0 ), for all a ≤ a0 and
x ≥ x0 .
Proof. In order to convert a solution for Π∆ (a0 , x0 ) into a solution of Π∆ (a, x) nodes have to relabel
some edges labeled M and A with X. Since X is compatible with everything, the edge constraint is
not violated after performing this process.

3.4

Zero Rounds Solvability

We now prove that some problems of the family are not 0-rounds solvable, even if we are given a
∆-edge coloring in input.
Lemma 12. The problem Π∆ (a, x) cannot be solved deterministically in 0 rounds in the port
numbering model, for all x ≤ ∆ − 1 and a ≥ 1, even if a ∆-edge coloring is given in input.
Proof. Consider a family of graphs where ports are numbered such that edges of color i have port
number i assigned for both the endpoints, for all i. Note that the 0-rounds view of an algorithm
for the port numbering model running in this family of graphs is the same for all nodes (while
nodes can see the port numbers connecting them to their incident edges, they do not even see the
port numbering of the edges, that is, their orientation). This means that a deterministic 0-rounds
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algorithm must output the same configuration for all nodes. Such an algorithm is allowed to decide
the mapping between the ∆ labels of the configuration and the ∆ ports, but due to the nature of
our graph family, each edge obtains the same label on both endpoints (since each edge has the same
ports assigned on both sides). We now consider all possible configurations allowed by the node
constraint of Π∆ (a, x) and show that if an algorithm tries to use any of them, then it must fail.
For this purpose, we show that for all allowed configurations there is at least one label that is not
edge-compatible with itself. For the configuration M∆−x Xx we pick label M, for the configuration
Aa X∆−a we pick label A, and for the configuration PO∆−1 we pick label P. Note that MM, AA, and
PP, are all configurations not allowed by the edge constraint.

3.5

Lower Bound for the Port Numbering Model

We now put things together and obtain an Ω(log ∆) deterministic lower bound for k-outdegree
dominating sets in the port numbering model, for all k that are not too large compared to ∆.
Lemma 13. Let t =  log ∆ and x ≤ ∆ , for some constant  > 0. For any large enough ∆, there
exists a sequence of problems Π0 → Π1 → . . . → Πt such that, given a ∆-edge coloring,
1. Π0 = Π∆ (∆, x),
2. Πi+1 can be solved in 0 rounds given a solution to R(R(Πi )), for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1,
3. Πt cannot be solved in 0 rounds in the deterministic port numbering model,
4. all problems in the sequence use at most 5 labels.
Proof. For all i ≥ 0, we define Πi = Π∆ (b∆/23i c, x + i). Note that, point 4 is trivially true, and
also, for i = 0, this definition matches the definition given in point 1. We now prove point 2, that is
that Πi is at least one round harder than Πi+1 .
Let Πi = Π∆ (ā, x̄) be an arbitrary problem of the sequence, where ā = b∆/23i c and x̄ = x + i.
Notice that x̄ < ā/8, since for x ≤ ∆ , i ≤  log ∆, and  small enough, x̄ = x + i < b∆/23i c/8 = ā/8.
By applying Corollary 10 we get that Πi is at least one round harder than Π0 = Π∆ (b(ā − 2x̄ −
1)/2c, x̄ + 1). Assume ā ≥ 4, which holds for all the problems in the sequence if ∆ is large enough.
By applying Lemma 11, since x̄ < ā/8, we get that Π0 is at least as hard as Π∆ (a0 , x̄ + 1), where
3i
3i c
3i
3(i+1) c. Hence, Π0 is at least as
a0 = bā/4c = b b∆/2
c ≥ b ∆/24 −1 c, that is at least b ∆/2
4
8 c = b∆/2
hard as Π∆ (b∆/23(i+1) c, x̄ + 1) = Πi+1 . This implies that Πi is at least one round harder than Πi+1 ,
proving point 2.
For all x ≤ ∆ , Πt is not easier than Π∆ (b∆/∆3 c, ∆ +  log ∆), that for small enough  and
large enough ∆, by Lemma 12, is not 0 rounds solvable, proving point 3.

4

Lower bound for the LOCAL model

By using standard techniques, we can lift the Ω(log ∆) lower bound obtained for the deterministic
port numbering model, to a lower bound for the LOCAL model. We note that the techniques used in
previous works for achieving this goal do not actually depend on the specific problem Π for which we
want to lift the bound, but just on some properties of Π. Hence, from previous works, the following
is known.
Theorem 14 ([4, 5, 15]). Let Π0 → Π1 → . . . → Πt be a sequence of problems such that Πi+1 can be
solved in 0 rounds given a solution for R(R(Πi )), the number of labels of each problem Πi is upper
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bounded by O(∆2 ), and for all t0 < t, Πt0 is not 0-round solvable in the randomized port numbering
model with failure probability smaller than 1/∆8 even if ports are assigned such that for any edge
{u, v} it holds that if u is connected to v through port i, then also v is connected to u through port i.
Then, Π0 requires Ω(min{t, log∆ n}) in the deterministic LOCAL model and Ω(min{t, log∆ log n})
in the randomized LOCAL model.
We now prove a lower bound on the failure probability of any algorithm in the randomized port
numbering model that tries to solve Π∆ (a, x) in 0 rounds given a ∆-edge coloring in input.
Lemma 15. The problem Π∆ (a, x) is not 0-round solvable with failure probability less than 1/∆8
in the randomized port numbering model, for all x ≤ ∆ − 1 and a ≥ 1, even if a ∆-edge coloring is
given in input.
Proof. Consider a family of graphs where ports are numbered such that edges of color i have the port
number i assigned for both the endpoints, for all i. Note that the 0-rounds view of a randomized
algorithm for the port numbering model, running in this family of graphs, is the same for all nodes,
except for their random bits. This means that a randomized 0-rounds algorithm must output the
same configuration for all nodes with the same probability. Since the node constraint of Π∆ (a, x)
contains only 3 allowed configurations, then there is at least one configuration that is used by all
nodes with probability at least 1/3. As stated in the proof of Lemma 12, all configurations contain
at least one label ` that is not edge-compatible with itself. This means that there must be a port i
where all nodes with probability at least 1/(3∆) use label `. Since ` is not compatible with itself, a
0-round algorithm fails with probability at least 1/(3∆)2 ≥ 1/∆8 .
By combining Lemma 5 (the relation between k-outdegree dominating sets and the problems of
the family), Lemma 13 (the existence of a long sequence of problems), Theorem 14 (the existence
of a long sequence of problems implies a lower bound for the LOCAL model, given a randomized
lower bound for the port numbering model), and Lemma 15 (a randomized lower bound for the
port numbering
1, which is stated in Section 1.1. By
√ model), we obtain our main result, Theorem
√
setting ∆ ≈ 2 log n in the deterministic case and ∆ ≈ 2 log log n in the randomized case, we directly
obtain Corollary 2, which is also stated in Section 1.1.

5

Open Problems

We proved that√solving the maximal independent set problem on√trees requires Ω(min{log ∆, f (n)}),
where f (n) = log n for deterministic algorithms, and f (n) = log log n for randomized ones, and
that the same holds even for more relaxed variants of the problem. An interesting open question
would be to understand the right dependency on ∆, and we conjecture it to be Ω(∆).
One of the reasons why we believe it is important to understand the right dependency on ∆ in
trees is related to ruling sets. For (2, k)-ruling sets, even if a ∆ + 1 coloring is already provided
in input, the best known upper bound is O(∆1/k ), while the best known lower bound lies in the
polylogarithmic in ∆ region. Unfortunately, the Ω(∆) lower bound that is known for MIS is proved
on line graphs, where ruling sets are easy to solve [30], and hence the MIS proof cannot be extended
to ruling sets. For this reason, we believe that proving an Ω(∆) lower bound for MIS on trees would
help in proving improved lower bounds for ruling sets.
In this work we managed to improve the lower bound for MIS on trees by exploiting a given
∆-edge coloring. The same technique seems to fail for ruling sets. An open question is understanding
what other kind of inputs can be effective for performing simplifications in the round elimination
framework.
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